
WILL PUT YOUR HR PROCESSES RIGHT



HRBOX is a cloud and an on-prem solution for automating HR processes.

The platform improves communications, engages the teams in corporate goals.

It makes it possible to quickly adapt and train people, collect feedback and
ideas, and gamify internal processes. Deep analytics will help to track the
outcomes of progress in numbers.

HRBOX platform makes people happier and business more efficient.
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Corporate portal
Helps to reduce search time of any information by up to 80%

Unified information field

A broad range of functions of HRBOX corporate 
portal allows to create a unified information field for 
all employees, share news, keep up with the events, 
maintain a knowledge base. The portal creates a 
single window for the search of any information or 
business processes, timely structure, or info about 
colleagues and divisions.



Onboarding

Help new-hires to become a 
part of the team

Helps to reduce onboarding time by 32% and get new hires on track faster

A great mix of corporate portal and learning 
management system makes it possible to quickly 
immerse newcomers in your information environment, 
create and launch automatic adaptation tracks for 
different target audiences. You only need to follow up 
the onboarding process in the detailed reports and 
celebrate the newcomers progress.



Learning Management System
Allows to increase proficiency, uniform standards and assess the
level of knowledge gained by the team

Corporate training with 
maximum benefits
Our e-learning system allows to download, store and 
organize all the training materials in a catalogue. Using 
this tool you can easily set up target training tracks and 
make various reports. The toolkit of tests, longreads, 
courses and programs helps to create content without 
additional tools. Our calendar allows you to plan offline 
trainings. Our built-in services will help you conduct 
webinars, store and administer the corporate library.



360 degree, eNPS and ICSI
Help to collect feedback on team competencies and plan their development

Easy access to all information 
about your team
Opportunity to pull out the matrix data from your 
corporate system, flexible settings of competences 
with indicators, various templates to create polls for 
different audiences together with notification settings 
and detailed reports will free your time from routine 
feedback collection and will give you a bigger picture 
of competencies map of your teams.



Feedback
Gives a chance to increase employees engagement up to 30%
thanks to high-quality feedback from the team

Keep up with your team's mood
HRBOX accumulated the most relevant feedback tools. 
You can create any type of surveys with our platform 
toolkit. Well-thought-out features for collecting ideas 
will save every single idea or suggestion that come from 
your employees. Real-time feedback to any colleague or 
department will help you quickly see the difficulties in 
communication. And the platform toolkit for Internal 
Customer Satisfaction Index (ICSI) will allow you to put 
in numbers the effectiveness of your processes and 
bring them to the next level of service.



Goals management
Helps to increase team efficiency up to 40% thanks to transparent 
goal setting and tracking system

Track team results
Simple and clear features help to track real time team
performance. You will be able to set goals for different
time slots, prioritize its completion by weighting each
goal. Collect results and get any kind of reports
designed for your needs: whole team report, unit or
individual report. The same features will help you set
development goals or probation period goals and
store the entire history of the performance of your
employees.



Gamification and engagement
Increases employees' satisfaction and involvement in solving 
important tasks up to 42%

Develop your team engagement
You don't need to search for any additional tools neither 
for employees engagement nor for gamification of your 
processes. We have come up with customized features
for creating and assigning achievements, built-in 
corporate currency and a store. Two clicks and you 
launch a photo contest with voting. Use our service of 
customizable postcards, our small joys that brighten up 
work days and make people around happy. This service 
allows your employees to congratulate each other with 
success or birthday, share support or just thank 
colleagues for their help.



Requests and processes
Reduces the number of requests under routine processes by 70%

Free up your time 
for important things

With HRBOX you can transfer all basic processes and 
approvals into an automated format. We have developed 
a functional toolkit for creating different routes and 
stages for various processes. You will be able to create 
your own request form, select responsible parties, set 
deadlines for each stage, collect feedback from internal 
customers of the application. If needed, you can quickly 
readjust the process and make it even more efficient.



Cloud solution

Mobile and Web versions

Technical specifics

Open API plugin for 1C

On-premise

LDAP and Google authorization

Integration of notifications with Slack, 
Telegram and email services

2-steps authentication

Mobile application



Clients who trust us

Ямало-Ненецкий 
областной округ



Implementation time of the platform 

Invoice payment

Access opening — 1 days

Platform launch — 1 days

Staff uploading — 1 days

Filling up with content — 3-4 weeks

Average time of HRBOX implementation 
based on our clients – 1 month

1-5 days



Free training for admins 

One month free of charge

Technical support 
for you admins 

All software updates 
withing paid period

The price includes:

HRBOX cloud solution 

1260$ per year

Overall 
annual price

2.1$ per month

Price 
per 1 employee

All features of the platform

50

Total number of 
employees in the company

*Check out terms&conds for on-prem solution by sending us a filled-in form at our web site 




